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INTRODUCTION 
LET K be a compact connected Lie group, ,LI a smooth connected manifold, K x JI + :\I a 
smooth effective action. If I E hf, we denote the isotropy subgroup of K corresponding to 
x by K,. The K-orbit of x is then IV.= = K/K.r. N, is said to be a principal orbit if K, has the 
smallest dimension of all K,,, y E AI, and, among the KY of smallest dimension, has the 
fewest components. Otherwise, N, is called a singular orbit and we distinguish sirlgltlar 
nlaximal orbits (i.e. singular orbits having the same dimension as a principal orbit) and 
strictly singular orbits (i.e. orbits having strictly smaller dimension than a principal orbit). 
It is well known (cf. [15, Lemma 3.31) that, if iV, and IV,, arc both principal orbits, then KX 
and KY are conjugate subgroups of K. We denote by H any representative of this conjugacy 
class and call H the principal isotropy group. In general, orbits IV, and NY are said to belong 
to the same orbit type if K, and KY belong to the same conjugacy class in K. It is known 
[6, p. 961 that locally there are only finitely many orbit types and that the union of the 
elements of the principal orbit type is an open dense subset of M. 
Assuming that the principal orbit type consists of orbits of codimension two in ‘11, lve 
obtain various results abour the orbit structure. The first and most general of our theorems 
is as follows. 
THEOREM I. If K x Al -+ IV as abole has principal orbit of codinJemiotl trcw i/z ,\I, U/J~ 
if N c M is any K-orbit, there is a K-invariant neighborhood U of N such that the priuci@l 
orbit is a sphere bundle oL’er each singular orbit in U - N. Fwthermore, if N is a strictly 
singular orbit there is nt ?r~ost one singular maxinzal orbit type in U - N and either one or trk.0 
strictly singular orbit types in U - IV. If N is singular rnasimni there are no strictI)- skgular 
orbit types in U - N and at most two sirrgular maximal orbit types there. Finally, iti case M 
is diffeomorphic to R”, there is a jised point x0 E IV, the aboce imariant neighborhood of x0 
cau be taken to be all of Al, and there is no singular maximal orbit type in kl - {so}. 
In particular, the typical principal K-orbit in M fails to be a sphere bundle only over a 
discrete set of singular orbits. Thus also it fails to be a double covering only over a discrete 
set of singular maximal orbits. 
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A major simplification for the case .lI = R” is given by [ 161 where it is shotvn that. under 
our codimension two hypothesis, the action of K on R” can be assumed linear (hence also 
orthogonal). Under this assumption we readily classify the possible orbit structures when K 
acts reducibly (cf. $1). hence, for the remaining results. we suppose K acts 011 R” by (III ir- 
reducible eflectire orthogonal representatiott haring principal orbit of codimension t1r.o. 
Recall that H denotes the typical principal isotropy group in K. By the methods of 
different authors (e.g. [I I], [13], and [l]) it is now fairly well known that most linear repre- 
sentations of K have H discrete, so we examine that case in some detail. 
THEOREM II. H is discrete if and only if the principal orbit is a circle bundle ocer each 
nontricial singulur orbit. In this case one of the following holds: 
(1) H = Z,, n,(K) = Z or Z x Z,, ntld K is locally of the form G x T’, G simple; 
(2) H = Z, x Z,, n,(K) = Z2, and K has at most two simple factors. 
When A4 = R” and H is discrete, one readily verifies that H,(N; Z) has nonzero 2- 
torsion for the principal orbit N c R”. We investigate in general the presence of homology 
torsion in the orbits. 
THEOREM III. lj; under the abow hypotheses, some K-orbit has homology torsion, then 
the principal orbit has homology torsion, is a circle bundle over some nontricial singular orbit, 
atld is an odd-sphere bundle over each nowtrick1 singular orbit. If, iti addition, H is not discrete, 
then the center of K has dimension one. 
A remark about the general method of proof is in order. For an orthogonal representa- 
tion of K on R”, the codimension two hypothesis implies that there is a two dimensional K- 
transversal domain Tin R” in the sense of [8]. Thus the theory of [8] and [9] applies and 
makes applications of Morse theory to the orbits a fairly straightforward process. This easy 
observation (cf. $1) leads to all of the above results and some others besides. 
It should further be remarked that the ma.rimnl compact connected linear groups with 
principal orbit of codimension two have been classified in [12] and the methods used there 
may be strong enough to classify the nonmaximal cases as well (of which there are, to the 
author’s knowledge, at least five). Each nonmaximal case has the same orbit structure as 
a corresponding maximal case, hence a posteriori verifications of the above results are 
possible via classification. We emphasize that the proofs offered in this paper depend on no 
classification theory. 
XOTATIONAL CON\‘ENTIONS 
The Lie algebras corresponding to Lie groups G, K, H, KT, etc. will be denoted by the 
corresponding lower case boldface letters g, k, h, k,, etc. Certain linear subspaces of Lie 
algebras may also occasionally be denoted by lower case boldface letters, but the context 
will make it clear that there is no Lie structure on these subspaces. The identity component 
of the Lie group K, H, etc. will be denoted K”, H”, etc. 
As is fairly standard, the ring of integers will be denoted by Z, the field of real numbers 
by R. 
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The standard closed r-cell will be denoted by c7 and fini:t cell complexes by 
where 0 = rl < r2 5 . . . < rn and the v symbol indicates that the nest cell is attached to all 
that goes before via a suitable map on its boundary. 
We consider an orthogonal representation of K on R” with principal orbit of codimen- 
sion two. We recall from [9] that a K-transversal domain will be a linear subspace Tc R” 
which meets each K-orbit and is orthogonal to it at each point of intersection. 
PROPCB~TION 1. I. K x R” -+ R” as abore admits a t~~o~di?7le~sio~zal K-trarrsrersal dollars. 
PraoJ Choose x0 E R” such that iv,, is a principal orbit. Let T be the normal plane 
to N,, at x0 (hence dim(T) = 2). 
If Nis any other K-orbit, N n Tf 0. Indeed, a minimal path from Nr,, to Nis a straight 
line segment L: [0, I] -+ R” which is orthogonal to Nx, at L(0) and to N at L(1). No gener- 
ality is lost in assuming L(0) = x0, hence L(1) E N n 7’. In particufar, the origin of R” is 
itself a K-orbit, hence lies on 7; so Tis a vector subspace of R”. 
Choose y E Tlineariy independent of x0. The straight line L, from x0 to y is orthogonal 
to Nx, at sg ) hence by [5, Proposition 2,2] is orthogonal to NY at y. Similarly L, from 0 to y 
is orthogonal to N0 = (0) at 0, hence to NY at y. Thus T is orthogonal to IV, at y, 
If z E T, 7”(NzJ = k * z. But z = ax0 + by1 hence a typical vector in T_(N:) is A(-_) = 
aA -i- bA(y), A E k. Thus 
(T, A(z)) = (T, ‘4(x())) + (T, Afl’)) = 0 
since T _l k * x0 and T_L k . y. Thus T is orthogonal to Nf at zr ‘$2 E T. Q.E.D. 
The singular set S c Tis the set S = fz E T: N, not a principaf orbit]. i3y [8], S is a union 
of hyperplanes P, , Pz , . . . , P, of codimension one in T. Aiso by f8], the Weyl group EY of 
all transformations of Tproduced by the elements of K which leave Tinvariant is a finite 
group generated by the orthogonal reflections of Tin the hyperplanes Pi. The elements 
of Ware linear transfor~~atjons of T, hence every Pi passes through the origin. In our case 
dim(T) = 2 and so each P, is a line through the origin. By the finiteness of Wand the fact 
that W’ leaves S invariant we see that P, , P, , . , P, can be so ordered that the angle 
between Pi and Pi+* is n/r, I 5 i I r - 1, as is the angle between P, and P,. 
By [9, Theorem II ] W is reducible on Tiff K is reducible on R”. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Tile ahore re~rese~~ur~o~ of K on R” is ~ed~~~~bie fl r = 0, 1 , or 2. 
Then 
(I) vr = 0, R” = RZ and K is the tricial group; 
(2) ifr = 1, the typical principal orbit of K is Ye2 and aiI singular orbits are trivial; 
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(31 if r = 7. the rypirai primipat orbit is S4 x Sn-q-z, the sir?guEar orbits being the 
origiir CO;- and orbits 57 and Sn-y-2. 
Prooj: By the above remarks it is clear that W is reducible on Tiff r = 0, 1. or 2. 
Ifr = 0, the origin is a principal orbit since it lies on no singular line, hence every orbit 
reduces to a point and R” = T = RZ. K acts effectively. hence is trivial. 
If r = 1, {!?, (1.1)] shows that I?’ = R”-’ @P, is a decomposition into K-invariant sub- 
spaces. K acts trivially on Pi and by [9] K has a one dimensional K-transversal domain in 
I?“-‘. Thus K is transitive on each sphere S”-’ of R”-’ centered at the origin. 
If r = 2. (9, Theorem II] shows that R” = Rp+l @ Rn-q-l, a decomposition into K- 
invariant subspaces where there are K-transversal domains T, c Rq”. r, c Rn-q-l and 
T= T, 0 Tz. In our case 1;: = Pi, i = I, 2. Thus the orbits other than the origin in Rqf ’ 
are all of the form Sq and those in Rndq-l are of the form S”-q-‘. Ift E R” does not lie in 
either of these subspaces, z may be assumed to lie in T (by the conjugacy of K-transversal 
domains [8]), hence 2 E T- S and lVz is principal. Write t = zt -t- z2, 0 # zi E Pi. Clearly 
IV; C IV_, x iv:, = S” x Sn-q-2 
and we must show equality. Let si E Nzi and Li = spar@,), i = 1, 2. Then L, @ Lz is a K- 
transversal domain in R” by a simple application of [9, (1.3) and (1.4)], hence by [8, (1.2)] 
there is af K such that aT= L, @Lz. Indeed, aP, = Li and CIZ~ = $-I~, i = 1,2. By the 
structure of the Weyl group, there is 6; E iic, i = I, 2, such that 
bi: L, @L2 +LI @L2 
is reffection in Li. Thus bJ.~i) 1: .~i and bi(Sj) - -Sj ifi#j,sowecanfindbEKsuchthat 
(&z)zi=.Yi,i= I,2 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. An obvious way to get examples of the reducible cases for r = 2 is to take 
representations 
ii’, x Rq” --+RqC1 
x1 X Rn-g-1 __+ Bn-‘?-I 
both transitive on the respective spheres and form the product representation of K = k’t X K-Z 
on Ti” = R4*’ @ Rn-q-l, That this does not give ait examples was shown in [9] where we 
exhibited reducible representations of Spin (8) on R”” and Spin(7) on R” having K-trans- 
versa1 domains of dimension two with I = 2. We do not know whether all possibilities are 
accounted for by the above examples. 
$2. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
We begin with the special case A4 = R” and exclude the uninteresting possibility of 
trivial K. By [16] we assume the action linear and by (1.1) we apply [8] and [9]. By [8, (2.2>] 
there is no singular maximal orbit. By [S, Theorem II] there is associated to each Pi an 
integer ,11(i) such that for t E T, 
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dim(lVJ = n - ? - ZTPm(i). 
If: E T - (01, then z lies on at most one Pi. If Ki is the pointwise stabilizer of Pi in K, then 
iv, = K,‘K,, V/z E Pi - CO). Thus R” - (0; contains at mosr as many distinct singular orbit 
types as there are singular lines P, , . , P,. But tP’ permutes this set of singular lines and 
by $1 it is clear that Mi is either transitive on this set (in the case of r odd) or has two orbits 
there (in the case of r even). In the first case there is only one singular orbit type in R” and 
in the second there are two. Finally, if KT denotes the pointwise stabilizer of Tin K, then the 
principal orbits are each z K,K,. There is a fiber bundle 
and by [8, Theorem IV] the fiber is Ki/K, = .S m’i) Thus Theorem 1 is completely proven for .
M = R”. 
The general case is deduced from this special case by carefully passing to infinitesimal 
structures. Let z E M and let N = NL. Put a K-invariant Riemannian metric on J( and let 
U be a K-invariant normal neighborhood of N relative to this metric. Let Vr be the normal 
vector space to IV at z and obtain linear representations of Kz and of its identity component 
KI” OII Vz 
Let U,, be the neighborhood of 0 in VZ mapped diffeomorphically by esp onto a fiber 
of the normal neighborhood lJ of N. Let K’ denote KY and for XE U,, let K,Y’ denote the 
stabilizer of X in K’. If x = exp(X). then K, and K.u, have the same identity component and 
KY’ c n:, c KT . 
LEMMA 2.1. The codimemion of K . x = N, in M is the same as the codimension of 
K’ . X = NY’ in Vz 
Prooj: codim(N,) in M = dim(M) - dim(N.c) = dim(N) + dim( Vz) - dim(lV.r) = dim 
(K/Kz) - dim(K!K,) + dim( I/) = dim( V,) - dim(KZ/K.c) = dim)V,) - dim(K’jK,Y’) = codim 
(N,Y’) in V, . 
COROLLARY 2.2. K’ has principal orbit of codimensior/ tnro in V, . T/m there is a trr*o 
dimensional K’-trarersnl domain T c V, . 
The proof of (2.2) is immediate. We only need remark that, although K’ may not act 
effectively on Vz, the proof of (1.1) is in no way affected. 
Now suppose that N is a strictly singular orbit. Then dim( Vz) > 2 and so K’ does not 
act trivially on V,. Thus, as in (1.2), the set {P,, . . . , P,> of singular lines in T cannot be 
empty (i.e. r > 0). The theory of $1 together with (2.1) immediately yields 
COROLLARY 2.3. If N is strictly singular, then the mmber of strictly singular orbit 
types in U - N is either one or two. 
Continuing to assume that N is strictly singular, we seek information on the singular 
maximal orbit types in U - N. Suppose x E U - N such that N, is a singular maximal orbit. 
We may assume x = exp(X) for some X E U0 n T. Then K,v’ c K, and these groups have 
the same identity component. Also K, c Kz Recall that K= acts on V, and let K, denote 
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the subgroup of K_ which L,es Tpointwise. Evidently, K= = H. the principal isotropy group 
in K. and K, c K,. Since :V, is singular, KT is a proper subgroup of K,, K.x is clearly the 
subgroup of K, which stabilizes X, hence leaves invariant T. But K,‘K, nontrivial implies 
that K,z contains elements which transform Tnontrivially. It is clear that these transforma- 
tions of Twill have to leave the singular set invariant as well as the Weyl chamber containing 
X and will be orthogonal, hence the only such transformations possible will be reflections 
of Tin a line bisecting the angle formed by successive Pi, Pi+, (the subscripts being taken 
mod r). Thus Xmust lie on one such line. The Weyl group H’(for Trelative to the K-action) 
permutes these bisectors transitively, so we conclude 
COROLLARY 2.4. If IV is strictly siflgdur, therz tlrere is at tilost o,Je sirzgdflr was-irnal 
orbit type in U - I\/‘. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If IV is strictly singdar, tfre tl,pica/ principal orbit is n sphere bunrile 
orer each singular orbit in U - N. 
Proof. For strictly singular orbits N, c U - N one shows, exactly as in the proof of 
[S, Theorem IV], that KJK, is a sphere. For singular maximal orbits NX c U - N the re- 
marks preceding (2.4) actually show that K,!K, = Z2 = So. Thus in every case the fibrution 
K/h’, + K,! h’.v 
is a sphere bundle. Q.E.D. 
Finally, we suppose that N is a singular maximal orbit. It is clear that U - IV cannot 
contain a strictly singular orbit. Also Vl = Tand one shows that the singular maximal orbits 
in U - hT correspond to “singular lines” through the origin in T which are left fixed by 
suitable elements of K= which do not leave Tpointwise fixed. Thus the representation of K, 
on Tcontains all the reflections in these singular lines, hence there are at most two singular 
maximal orbit types in U - IV. Again the principal orbit is an So-bundle over each of these 
singular orbits. A detailed verification of these remarks is relatively elementary and is left 
as an exercise for the interested reader. 
The proof of Theorem I is complete. 
53. APPLICATION OF MORSE THEORY TO THE ORBITS 
In the next two sections we repeatedly apply Morse theory to obtain cellular decomposi- 
tions of K-orbits and homology computations for these orbits. The techniques and their 
justifications are to be found in [5], [7] and [S], but for the benefit of the reader we summarize 
the main facts here. 
If N c R” is any compact smooth manifold, p E R” a point in suitable position relative 
to N, the Morse theory gives a cellular structure for the space R(R”;p, N) of continuous 
paths in R” from p to N. The cells correspond to the “critical” straight lines in R(R”; p, N) 
(those which meet N orthogonally) and the dimension of such a cell is the Morse index of 
this critical line. But the evaluation map defines a hornotopy equivalence 
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so we have really obtained a cellular structure for ic’. 
If the representation of K on R” is variationally complete in the sense of [5, p. 9731 and 
if N is a K-orbit, then p E R” will be in the “suitable position ” alluded to above if it lies on 
a principal K-orbit. while the Morse index of a critical line L is the sum of the jumps in the 
dimensions of orbits properly crossed by L [j]. 
If Tc R” is a K-transversal domain, [8, Theorem I] states that the action of K on R 
must be variationally complete. In particular, (1.1) shows that our codimension two hypo- 
thesis implies variational completeness. 
If ue select p E T so as to lie on no singular plane Pi, p is in “ suitable position “. The 
K-orbit N meets Tin finitely many points and the lines in Tfrom p to each point of N n T 
are exactly the critical lines in Q(R”; p, N). By [S, Theorem II] the Morse index of such a 
critical line L is the sum of the multiplicities m(i) of the singular planes Pi properly crossed 
by L. Clearly we may choose p so that each critical line L crosses singular planes singly. 
For each finite sequence P = (Pi,, Pi,, . . , P,,) of singular planes in TBott and Samel- 
son [S] define a ‘& K-cycle ” 
and a map 
unique up to homotopy. In particular, a critical line L E Q(R”; p, N) defines a sequence 
P(L) = (Pi,, pi2, . . , Pi,) as above, where Pi, is the first singular plane properly crossed by 
L, Pi, the second, etc. In this case 
dim(r,(,,) = index(L) 
and 
can be interpreted as a mod 2 singular cycle (called a K-cycle). If ryCLj is an orientable 
manifold, one obtains a singular cycle over Z. 
Theorem I of [j] implies that as L ranges over the critical lines in Q(R”; p, N),the above 
singular cycles provide a basis for the homology 
H,(Q(R”; p, A’); ZJ = H,(N; Zz). 
If all of the K-cycles are orientable one obtains a free abelian homology basis for H,(N; Z). 
We have already made use of [8, Theorem IV] which claims that KJK= = Sn’(i). This 
implies that the K-cycle rp is a twisted product of spheres. It is an easy consequence of this 
structure theorem that, if every m(i) > 1, every rp is orientable. Furthermore, the method 
of proof of [7, Proposition 2.61 is readily adapted to a proof of the following useful fact. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If some K-cycle is not orientable, there are sirlgdar planes Pi,, Pi, 
with m(i,) = 1 sllch that for P = (Pi,, Pi*)) rp is nonorientable. Consequently, ifp and N are 
so chosen that there is a critical line L E R(R”; p, N) w4icJ~ crosses O~IIJ~ Pi, , then the hr-cycle 
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f .I- TPI L) p(L) -+ R(R"; p. S) 
defines a nontrivial element of order 2 in H,,,iJN; Z). In particular. a principal orbit meets 
every open Weyl chamber. hencep and Nas above can always so be chosen that Nis principal. 
34. DISCRETE PRISCIP;\L ISOTROPY GROUPS 
Here we consider the linear action of K on R” with principal orbit N of dimension 
n - 2. and we suppose iV = K,‘H, H discrete. By reason of (1.2) u’e restrict our attention to 
irreducible effective representations. 
LEWIS 4.1. ~‘utkr the abore /r;Fot/reses, ai/ m(i) = 1 or 3. 
Proof. Ki:K,. = S”‘” and K, = H is discrete. Thus either m(i) = 1 or Kio n K7. is 
trivial and A’,’ = S”(“. But it is well known that the only sphere of dimension greater than 
one which supports a Lie group structure is S3. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.2. Not every m(i) = 3. 
Proof: Suppose every nr(i) = 3. By the remarks of 53 one obtains a cell decomposition 
of N in which all cells have dimension a multiple of 3, and in which there is one O-cell and 
one or two 3-cells. But if there is only one 3-cell, there is only one singular line in Tand by 
(1.2) this contradicts the irreducibility of K on R”. Thus there are two 3-cells. Furthermore, 
this cell structure shows that IV = K/H is simply connected, so (K being connected) the 
discrete group H reduces to the identity, i.e. N = K. Since H,(K; R) = H,(N; R) = R @ R, 
we conclude by standard homology properties of compact Lie groups that K is the direct 
product oftwo simple (and simply connected) Lie groups. Looking again at the cell structure 
of K = N, we see that there is either one &cell or two 6-cells. But in the second case H,(K; 
R) = R @ R and this is excluded by the standard homology theory of compact Lie groups. 
Thus there is only one 6-cell and this implies that the number of singular lines in Tis two. 
By (1.2) the representation of K is reducible, contradicting our general assumption. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.3. Ever), 171(i) = I. 
Proof. By (4.1) and (4.2) the only alternative is that some m(i) = 3 and some m(j) = 1. 
In this case the Weyl group must permute the set {P, , . . , P,} so as to have two orbits. One 
orbit consists of Pi’s with m(i) = I, the other of Pj’s with nt(j) = 3. By (I .2) and our irreduci- 
bility assumption, r > 2, hence a principal orbit N has a cell decomposition 
N N e, u e, u e3 u e4 u e, u 
Since H is a finite group and N = K/H, the standard spectral sequence of a covering [14] 
(which has ordinary coefftcients since K is connected) S~IOWS that 
H,(K; R) = H,(N; R). 
Clearly e3 in the above decomposition is a cycle. If e3 is a boundary over R, then H,(K; R) = 
0, so K is a torus. The irreducibility of the action of K on R” then implies n = 2, hence 
R” = T and K acts trivially. This contradiction shows that e3 is not a boundary over R, 
hence no multiple of e3 is a boundary over Z. The same clearly holds for e, , hence 
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H,(N; Z) = H&VIZ) = z. 
By (3.1) we conclude that every K-cycle is orientable, hence H,(N; Z) is free abelian with 
one generator for each cell in the above decomposition. In particular, 
I 
R,i=O, 1.3 
H,(K;R)= R@R,i=4 
O,i=2 
which is impossible by the standard homology theory of compact Lie groups. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.4. H is a discrete ifl the principal orbit is a circle bundle orer eacfl non- 
trirlial singular orbit. 
Proof. If H is discrete, then (4.3) and the proof of Theorem I show that the principal 
orbit is a circle bundle over each nontrivial singular orbit. 
For the converse, assume every m(i) = 1. Then as in [S, (3.6)] the Lie algebra k of K 
has an orthogonal vector space decomposition 
k=h@m,@ . ..@m. 
where h is the Lie algebra of H and dim(m,) = 1, 1 I i I r. The Lie algebra ki of Ki is 
ki = h @ mi. 
As a compact subalgebra of codimension one, h is an ideal in ki and [h, mi] = 0. Thus h is 
an ideal of k and it follows that the identity component Ho of H is a normal subgroup of K. 
But Ho is the identity component of K, for some K-transversal domain Tc R”. By the 
conjugacy of K-transversal domains [8, (1.2)] it follows immediately that the action of Ho 
on R” is trivial. By the hypothesis that Kacts effectively, Ho must reduce to the trivial group, 
hence H is discrete. Q.E.D. 
This proves the first assertion of Theorem II. We turn our attention to the structure of 
the discrete group H. 
LEMMA 4.5. H = (ZJ4for Some q 2 0. 
Proof. Write k = k, @ . . . 0 k,, dim(k,) = 1. Let x E H = KT Since x leaves Tpoint- 
wise fixed, Ad(x)k, = ki, i = 1, . , r. Ad(x) preserves any invariant inner product on k, 
hence 
Ad(x)]ki = 51, i= 1, . . . . r. 
Thus Ad(x’) = the identity on k, so x2 E center of K. But also x2 E K*, so by the conjugacy 
of K-transversal domains, x2 acts as the identity on R”. Since K acts effectively, x2 = the 
identity of H. Thus H is a finite group of elements of order two. Such a group evidently has 
trivial commutator, hence is abelian. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.6. There is an unorientable K-cycle of dimension two. 
Proof, As in (3.1), if there is an unorientable K-cycle at all, there is one of the form 
Ki, X K,(Ki,/K*)* 
Since every m(i) = 1, this will be two-dimensional. If all K-cycles are orientable and if 
N = K/H is a principal orbit, then 
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I 
R, i = 0, r 
H’(N;R)= R@R,O<i<r 
0 otherwise 
where r is the number of singular lines in T. By the spectral sequence of a covering, H*(N; 
R) = H*(K; R) and this must be an exterior algebra on odd dimensional generators. But 
this implies r = 1 or 2 which contradicts the hypothesis that K acts irreducibly on R". 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.7. In (4.9, q > 0. 
Proof. If y = 0, H = K, is trivial and every K-cycle is consequently a torus, hence is 
orientable. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. H = ZL or Z2 @ Z,. 
Proof. (4.6) and (3.1) imply easily that for some i, 
H,(K/K,; Z) = Z, . 
Also, since every m(i) = 1, 
K/K, N e, u e, u e, u . . = S’ u et v . . . 
This cell structure insures that n,(K/Ki) is cyclic, hence abelian, so we have n,(K/K,) = Z,. 
The exact sequence 
q(K/Ki) + xO(Ki) ---t q,(K) = 0 
then implies that no(Ki) = 0 or Zl That is, Ki either has one or two components, the identity 
component being Kio = S’. Since H c Ki and H = (Z,)q, we see that ~7 I 2. By (4.7) this 
gives the assertion. Q.E.D. 
This establishes the second assertion of Theorem II. We must now consider separately 
the two possibilities for H. 
LEMMA 4.9. If H = Z2 and N is a principal K-orbit, then H,(N) = Z @ Z2 and the 
number r of singular lines in T is even. 
Proof. We may suppose that the unorientable K-cycle of (4.6) is 
K, x ~r(&/&) = K,’ x K,O n n-#,!‘G). 
Thus KIo n KT must be nontrivial, hence 
KIon KT=Kr=Z2. 
That is, K, c ICI’. But the action of KT on KJK, = S’ is orientation reversing, so Kzo A KT 
is the trivial group. By applying the Weyl group we see that the Pi’s can be so numbered 
that every other Pi has KT c Kio and the other Pi’s have KT n Kjo trivial. In particular, r 
is even. 
There are two critical lines of index two in Q(R"; p, N). From the above paragraph it 
follows that the K-cycle corresponding to one of these is orientable while the one correspon- 
ding to the other is not. The integral cycle corresponding to the orientable K-cycle cannot be 
a boundary since it is not a boundary when reduced mod 2, hence H2(N; Z) # 0. 
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Since r z== 2,we have a cellular decomposition 
Nrr e, u e, u e, v e, u e2 u e, u e,v . . . 
and so the following portion of the cellular chain complex 
G(N) 627 C,(N) 7 C,(N) 
takes the form 
ZQZ-*Z@Z”+Z. 
d, = 0 since H,(N; Z) = 2 = C,,(N). Since H,JN; 2) # 0, there is at least one nontrivial 
cycle in C,(N). But not all of C2(N) consists of cycles since that would impiy H,(N; Z) =: 
Z Q Z whereas (3.1) says that Z2 c H,(N; Z). Thus 
&(C,(N)) = B,(N) = Z c Z,(N) = C,(N) = Z@ Z. 
This, together with Z, c H,(N; Z), implies 
for some 4 > 0, k > 0. But the cycle in Z,(N) = Z 0 Z which determines the element of 
order 2 is the Morse ceil corresponding to one of the critical lines, hence is an element of a 
free abelian basis of Z,(N). That is, 
H,(N; Z)= Z@Z,., 
QED. 
COROLLARY 4.10. If N = Z2, then zl(K) = Z or Z 0 Z, , hence K has a o~e-d~~en- 
sional center. 
Proof. Consider the homology spectral sequence with coefficients Z of the 2-fold 
covering K -+ K/H = N. The &term has lower left corner 
and the sequence converges to an associated graded group of H,(N). Thus we get an exact 
sequence 
where, by (4.9), H,(N) = Z 8 Z2. It follows that H,(K) = Z or Z @ Z, . But, since K is a 
group, n,(K) is abelian, hence is isomorphic to H,(K). 
Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 4.11. ZfN = Z I , then K has exactiy one s~mp~e~c~or. 
Proof. K = S’ is impossible. Indeed, the principal orbit would be )V = K, N = St, 
hence R” = R3, and S’ does not act irreducibly on R3. In particular, H,(K; R) # 0. 
We use the spectral sequence of a covering to obtain N,(K; R) = H,(N; R) and we use 
the cellular structure of IV from the proof of (4.9) to compute the cellular chain complex 
C&V’; R) _I_) 
dJ C2(N; R) - Jr C,GV; R) J C&V; R) 
as 
R@R+R@R-+R@R;R. 
We know that H,(N; R) = R and for every compact Lie group HI(K; R) = 0, hence 
N,(N; R) = 0. Thus one generator of C,(N; R) is not a cycle and one is a boundary. Thus 
at least one of the generators of C,(N; R) is not a cycle. Since H,(K; R) # 0, we obtain 
H,(K; R) = H,(N; R) = R. 
It follows from the standard homology theory of compact Lie groups that K has exactly one 
simple factor. Q.E.D. 
Thus, if H = Z2, K is Iocaily a direct product of a compact simple Lie group K’ and a 
circle group. To complete the proof of assertion (1) in Theorem If, we must show that the 
only possibilities for K’ are groups of type A, or A,. This will require a case by case check 
using the classification of compact simple Lie groups and is postponed untii the next section. 
We turn our attention to the case H = Z2 @ Z2. 
LEMMA 4.12. If H = 2, @ Z, , each Kjo n KT = Zz . 
Proof. Our Morse decomposition gives 
K/K, N e, u e, u (higher cells) N S’ u (higher cells) 
and so nl(K/Kj) is cyclic. The exact sequence 
n,(KIKi) ~ n,(Kj) --f n,(K) = 0 
then shows that X,(Kj) is cyclic. 
Since Kj/KT = S’ and Kr = Z2 8 Z, , it is clear that Kj has either two or four com- 
ponents. In the latter case, the above paragraph shows that these components form a cyclic 
group of order 4, contradicting the structure of K,. Thus Kj has just two components and 
A>” n Kr. = Z, is automatic. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.13. 1fH = Z, @ Z, , then H,(K; R) = 0, Iience K is semisimple. 
Proof. Using the spectral sequence of a covering as usual, we see that it will be enough 
to show H,(N; R) = 0. 
Suppose this group is not 0. Then for some l-dimensional K-cycle, say K,/K,, (3.1) 
implies that the K-cycles 
Kj x .,(KJrir,> = KjO x K,~ n KT(KdK~), 1 i _i 5 r, 
are aI1 orientabIe. Thus the nontrivial element aj E Kjo n KT = Z, acts trivially on KJKT, 
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1 <i 5 r. It follows that Ad(uj) acts trivially on K, ‘, 1 <i I r. But aj cannot be constant in 
j since that would imply that every K-cycle is orientable, contradicing (4.6). Thus Kr com- 
mutes elementwise with K,‘. Since Kr = KloKT, KT commutes elementwise with Kl. 
Since KT cannot commute elementwise with every Kj (otherwise all K-cycles would be 
orientable) one sees that the Weyl group must have two orbits in {P, , . . , P,}, hence r = 2s. 
Furthermore, the definition of the Weyl group and the fact that K, commutes elementwise 
with Kr show that Kr commutes elementwise with K, , K3. . , KzS-l . 
Any P,j can be moved to any PIk by reflections in singular lines of the form Pzi-1 and 
each such reflection is produced by an element b E K2i_I . Thus a sequence of transforma- 
tions Ad(b) takes Kzj to Kzk and, by the above paragraph, leaves KT pointwise fIxed. Thus 
the nontrivial element U2j E Kozj n K, is constant in 2i. Call this element a. Then Ad(u) 
must leave each Kzjo pointwise fixed as well as every K,j_l. Since k = k, @ . . @ k,, it 
follows that a is an element of the center of K. Since a E KT and any two K-transversal 
domains are conjugate, it follows that a acts trivially on R”. This contradicts the hypothesis 
that the action is effective. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.14. If H = Z, Q Z,, then n,(K) = Z,. 
Proof. Consider the homology spectral sequence (with integral coefficients) of the 
covering 
p: K+N= K/H. 
The lower left hand corner of the E,-term has the form 
Hl(K) I---._ 
(Z2Y Z2 
There results an exact sequence 
Z2 7 H,(K) - H,(N) - (Z2j2 - 0. P. 
By (4.13), H,(N) is a pure torsion group. Thus, as in (3.1), the two l-dimensional K-cycles 
corresponding to the two l-cells of N must determine elements of order 2, hence H,(N) = 
(Z,)2. Thus p* = 0 and d2 is onto, so H,(K) = 0 or Z, . 
The two l-cells of N are integral cycles which determine the generators of H,(N) = 
Z2 @ Z2. Thus the two 2-cells of N have linearly independent boundaries, hence Hz(N) = 0. 
If H,(K) = 0, then n,(K) = 0, hence H,(K) = n,(K) which is well known to be 0 for 
every Lie group K. The above E2 term then has the form 
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and so H,(N) = Z, , contradicting the previous paragraph. We then obtain 
n,(K) = H,(K) = Z, . 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.15. Zf H = Z, @ Z, , K has at most two simple factors. 
Proof. We again use the spectral sequence of a covering to obtain H,(K; R) = H,(N; 
R). Our Morse decomposition of N has at most two 3-cells, hence dim, H,(N; R) I 2 and 
the conclusion is immediate by the standard homology theory of Lie groups. 
Q.E.D. 
Thus every assertion in Theorem II is established. 
$5. THE OCCURRENCE OF HOMOLOGY TORSION IN ORBITS 
By (4.6) and (3.1), the nontrivial linear cases in which H is discrete all have principal 
orbits N in which some nonzero homology class has order 2. We would like to investigate 
more generally the occurrence of torsion in the orbits. By (3.1) it is clear that, if any orbit 
has torsion, the principal orbit does. 
First note that, by (3.1), the existence of nontrivial torsion in H,(N) implies that some 
m(i) = 1. On the other hand, by (4.4), H will be discrete if every m(i) = 1. Thus, if H is not 
discrete and H,(N) is not torsion free, we can number the singular planes P, , . . . , P, such 
that r = 2s and 
m(2i - 1) = 1 
m(2i) > 1 
for 1 I i I s. 
LEMMA 5.1. Under the above hypotheses, Kzi_ 1 is connected, 1 2 i 5 S. 
Prooj: K/Kzi_, u Sq u (higher cells) where q = m(2i) 2 2, hence nl(K/K,i_,) = 0. 
Since also K is connected, the exact homotopy sequence gives X,(Kzi_,) = 0. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Etiery K-cycle of theform Kj x Kr(K2i_I/KT) is orientable. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Under the above hypotheses, every m(2i) is odd. 
Proof. Consider K-cycles of the form 
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K, x K,WZ i,‘G-1. 
These are orientable if j is even. If j is odd, then Kj,‘K, = S’ so Kj = Lj Kj’ where Lj is a circle 
group in the center of Kj, Ki’ is a compact group, and 
KjiKT = Lj/(Lj n KT). 
Lj n KT is a discrete subgroup of Lj, hence is a finite cyclic group. Let a be a generator of 
this cyclic group. Writing 
an orthogonal decomposition, we see as in 17, Theorem 2.11 that the above K-cycle is the 
associated sphere bundle to the vector bundle 
KjxK,(m,i8R)=Ljx,j,.~(m2iOR) 
where KT has the adjoint action on m,, and acts trivially on R. If 
Ad(a): ml; -+ mli 
is orientation preserving, it will then follow that the K-cycle in question is orientable. 
Kzi/KT is a sphere of dimension m(2,). Zf we assume that m(2i) is even, then K, has 
maximal rank in Kzi since x(K2JKT) = 2 # 0. But 
Ad(u): kzi+kIi 
leaves k, pointwise fixed since a E Lj n KT c center of Kj and KT c Kj, hence Ad(a) leaves 
a Cartan subalgebra of kzi pointwise fixed. It follows that Ad(u) defines an inner auto- 
morphism of kzi, hence is orientation preserving on that algebra. Again using the fact that 
Ad(u) leaves k, pointwise fixed, we see that it is orientation preserving on mzi. 
From (5.2) and the above we see that, if m(2i) is even, 1 I i I s, then every K-cycle of 
the form Kj x KT (KJK,) (regardless of the parity of i and j) is orientable. By (3.1) it follows 
that all K-cycles are orientable, hence by 53, H,(N; Z) is torsion free, contrary to our 
hypothesis. Thus each m(2i) is odd. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Zf the principal orbit N has homology torsion, then N is a circle bundle 
over some nontrivial singular orbit and an odd sphere bundle over every nontrivial singular 
orbit. 
This corollary is one of the main assertions of Theorem III. 
We are looking for the possible examples for which KT = H is not discrete. Thus 
m(2i - 1) = 1 and m(2i) is an odd number greater than one, for all i. 
LEMMA 5.5. n,(K/K,) = Z = q(K/Kz). 
Proof. Both spaces have the homotopy type of S’ u (cells of dim > 2), hence the 
fundamental group is infinite cyclic. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.6. n,(K) contains an element of infinite order, hence the center Z of K has 
positive dimension. 
Prooj: In the exact sequence 
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the group z,(K/K,) is infinite cyclic by (6.5) while n,(Kz) is finite. Q.E.D. 
LEMIrA 5.7. If Z c Kis the center, there is a circle subgroupT’ c Z such that T’Kz has 
maximal rank in K. 
f+oO! By the above proof, choose T1 c Z such that the composition 
T’ c K-+K/K, 
represents an element of infinite order in n,(K/K2). Let 
S’ = T-‘/(2-’ n K;). 
This is the fiber in the bundle 
S’ 7 K/K, - KIT’K, 
and the fiber inclusion i induces a bijection 
i,: H&s R) --2 H,(K/k-,; R) = R. 
Thus the fiber is totally nonhomologous to zero over R, so we obtain 
H,(K,‘K?; R) = H,(K/T1K2; R) @ H,(S’; R). 
Our Morse decomposition of K/K2 is of the form 
KiK2 = eO u el v ey+l ” eqfZ u . . . u ek(q+l) v ek(q+l)+l 
where 4 = m(2), an odd integer greater than 1. Thus, for eachj I k, either both cells ejc4+r) 
and ej(rl+i)+l are real cycles but not real boundaries, or ej14+rI is a real boundary and 
ejt4+rj+l is not a reai cycle. Thus 
are both R or both 0, while all other Hi(K/KI; R) are 0. This and the above tensor product 
formula give 
H~(K~T’K~ ; R) = R 
HjCq+lj(K)iT1K2 ; R) = R or 0, i > 0 
H,(K/T’K,; R) = 0 for all other i. 
Since q is odd, it follows that the Euler characteristic x(K/T’Kz) # 0. Therefore, T’K, has 
maximal rank in K. QED. 
COROLLARY 5.5. If the principal orbit K/H has homology torsion and H is not discrete, 
then the center of K has dimension one. 
Proof. Let T’Kz be as above. Then the center of Kis a subgroupof T’iil, . If this center 
has dimension greater than one, then there is a circle subgroup S’ c Kz which is a subgroup 
of the center of K. Consequently, S’ leaves each Pz , P4, . . . , Pz2 pointwise fixed. Since 
s > 1, it follows that Tis spanned by the lines Pzi, hence S’ leaves l’pointwise fixed. BY the. 
conjugacy of K-transversal domains, it follows that S’ leaves all of R” pointwise fixed, con- 
tradicting the fact that K acts effectively. Q.E.D. 
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